
La Jolla Eval
ABCx2 Preliminary Review of PADRZ (CWARD) SID, 

ZZOOO SID and COMIX STAR



Overview
ABCx2 was asked to:
• Evaluate the interactions between the ZZOOO and PADRZ SIDs against all other procedures in the area to

determine if the proposed changes are feasible.

• Evaluate the altitude change on the COMIX STAR against all other procedures in the area to determine if the
proposed change is feasible.

• Conduct a Preliminary Environmental Assessment of those changes.

• Provide recommendations concerning possible procedural changes to reduce environmental impact.

ABCx2 Recommended Solutions are on the next three slides followed by the 
evaluation used to support those solutions.



ABCx2 Recommended Solutions
1. Modify the PADRZ/CWARD SID by changing the initial departure leg type to VI/CF followed by an RF leg

followed by TF to KERNL, the rest of the route remains unchanged. This configuration will allow the aircraft
to depart the runway over the same initial ground track they fly now until reaching approximately 2.2 miles
from the runway. At that point, aircraft execute a Radius To Fix (RF) turn to the west that takes aircraft over
the least populated areas while minimizing bank angle and reflected noise to the north. At the completion
of the turn, aircraft will intercept a Track To Fix (TF) leg that diverges from the ZZOOO SID by 10-degrees
using the Equivalent Lateral Spacing Operations (ELSO) rules. This keeps aircraft as far south as possible,
further south of La Jolla than the current track, until reaching a point at least 3-miles from any shoreline
before resuming the previous PADRZ track. We believe that this design (shown on the next two slides) will
reduce aircraft noise affecting La Jolla without negatively impacting ATC operations. Although we believe
this to be the best solution long term, at present, not all aircraft are capable of flying this type of SID due to
the use of the RF turn. As aircraft become more sophisticated, the number of aircraft capable of flying
these types of routes will increase. Today, approximately 40-50% of the fleet are capable of flying these
types of SIDs. Several other options were considered, as you will see in the rest of the report, but
ultimately, we believe this to be the best solution.

2. Modify the ZZOOO SID by moving the JETTI waypoint 1-mile further offshore. We determined that moving
the JETTI Waypoint 1-mile further from shore would reduce the noise impact to the northern La Jolla
shoreline without being overly burdensome on the ATC system. He believes that moving JETTI 2-miles
further out is unnecessary and would overly penalize ATC and aircraft operators. There does not appear to
be an operational reason why they couldn’t move JETTI 1-mile.

3. There is no apparent reason why LNTRN can’t be changed to 9,000 feet to better reflect the old BAYVU
STAR profile over La Jolla.







The Evaluation
The evaluation format follows the pattern of reviewing items from the Technical Remedies document provided
by Quiet Skies La Jolla, followed by ABCx2 evaluation* and summary.

The following slides represent the sum of available documents and data considered in arriving at the
recommended solutions at the beginning of this report.

*Disclaimer: This evaluation and report are being delivered on the basis of data readily available to us at the
time of the evaluation, without benefit of coordination with the FAA, specifically the Southern California
TRACON (SoCal) to determine the impact of the proposed changes on existing Standard Operating Procedures
(SOP). The SoCal SOPs are procedures, that are not published on Charts or NOTAMS, that controllers are
required to follow and may cause unforeseen interactions with published procedures. We will do our best to be
predictive in this aspect, based upon our years of experience, but we cannot guarantee that the report will
capture all possible interactions concerning the proposed changes without further evaluation and collaboration
with the FAA.



PADRZ ONE SID
Issue:
As currently designed the PADRZ ONE departure leaves aircraft very close to and almost paralleling the coast along La Jolla,
increasing noise impacts significantly. We recommend moving the WNFLD and KERNL waypoints 1.5NM south of their current
positions. This will ensure aircraft proceed more directly off the coast without paralleling the shore and adds less than a mile of
track distance to PADRZ. See the figure above for a graphical depiction of this change.

Slide provided by Quiet Skies La Jolla



PADRZ TWO
(CWARD) Options

• PADRZ TWO SID (CWARD SID) - Detail
When considering the PADRZ SID, the CWARD SID should also be considered as they are nearly identical ground tracks.
The PADRZ/CWARD SID diverges from the ZZOOO by more than 15-degrees. We have depicted the new zone available
for departure tracks using the new Equivalent Lateral Spacing Operations (ELSO) rules (developed in ATL). This provides
a chance to evaluate a potentially more noise friendly route or routes(s). Amending the PADRZ/CWARD to fly over JETTI
will not be well received by the FAA due to the constraint that would put on departures. It takes away divergence which
reduces departure capacity.

When aircraft are departing successively from the same runway, the succeeding departure may take off as close as one
mile behind the preceding departure, so long as courses diverge by at least 15-degrees (10-degrees in the case of ELSO).
If the PADRZ/CWARD departure track was moved south as shown in the previous slide, successive departures would
have to be spaced a minimum of 3-miles apart, instead of the 1-mile they currently use. This would represent a
significant impact to departure capacity by tripling the departure spacing required between successive departures.
Therefore, ABCx2 believes that the option of amending the PADRZ/CWARD SID track to the south (as depicted on the
previous slide) to use the JETTI waypoint, would be unacceptable to the FAA from a capacity standpoint.



New zone available for departures using ELSO.



New zone available for departures using ELSO.



PADRZ TWO SID (CWARD SID) – Detail
Next, we will address the following options:
• Two Tracks Closer Together
• Three Tracks in the same space used alternatively dispersing the noise.
• Modified two track system establishing the best possible noise friendly track over the ground
• Vector off the ground to a point in space



Two Tracks Closer Together using ELSO

Old Track

New Track



PADRZ TWO SID (CWARD SID) – Detail
• Two Tracks Closer Together
The yellow line on the previous slide represents the furthest the northern most SID track could be shifted to the south using ELSO 
rules to separate the PADRZ/CWARD from the ZZOOO.

By moving the PADREZ/CWARD further south, aircraft are moved further south of La Jolla.  However, this does present a “shift of 
noise” for residents in closer to the airport.

Therefore ABCx2 does not believe this to be a viable option, as a stand alone resolution.



Three Tracks in the same space used 
alternatively dispersing the noise.

PADRZ SID

New CWARD SID



PADRZ TWO SID (CWARD SID) – Detail
• Three Tracks in the same space used alternatively dispersing 

the noise.
Utilizing the three tracks depicted in the previous slide, ATC would have the ability to assign alternating routes to successive
departures based upon destination airport, thereby dispersing the noise footprint over the affected area.

ATC would have to achieve vertical separation between the CWARD and PADRZ SIDs by the KERNL Waypoint, which is
approximately 33 flying miles from the airport. As the CWARD SID is used for internal departures and the PADRZ is used for
external departures, it would seem logical that ATC would be able to easily accomplish deconfliction of these aircraft
vertically by (abeam) the KERNL waypoint.

Once again, this option places aircraft over areas not being currently overflown (see next slide) but it does increase the
possibility of dispersing the noise over different areas and reducing the impact of a specific track. This option would have to
be discussed and agreed upon by all stakeholders, especially the communities in close to the airport where this option
would have the most impact.



Track not currently used – New CWARD Track.



PADRZ TWO SID (CWARD SID) – Detail
• Modified two track system establishing the best possible noise 

friendly track over the ground
This is purely a conceptual drawing of a possible design utilizing ELSO to allow aircraft to depart on the same track as is in
use today but then turn west (yellow track) to remain further south of La Jolla than the current track being utilized. In this
concept, aircraft depart on a 295-degree heading (same as today) to get over water sooner and then turn to a 285-degree
heading to keep aircraft further south of La Jolla. (See next two slides).
Due to leg length issues, this option will have to be assessed further and a suitable route determined by all stakeholders.
But this type of procedure could be utilized to minimize noise impact while not adversely affecting departure capacity.
However, there is concern that this design may be placing aircraft in a belly up configuration which would result in reflected
noise to the north. This is why we ultimately went with the RF solution as explained in the beginning of the report. There is
precedent for this type of procedure. One is being used at the John Wayne Airport (SNA) in Orange County - RNP departure
- STAYY ONE SID (See third slide).



New route further from shoreline



New route further from shoreline





PADRZ TWO SID (CWARD SID) – Detail
• Vector off the ground to a point in space

One option being discussed in the industry today is the idea of going back to vectors off the ground instead of using RNAV.  
The reason for this is the variances that are inherent to vectors tend to disperse noise more than when aircraft are flying 
RNAV routes based upon satellite navigation.
At some airports, such as Atlanta, this would not be an option.  However, at SAN, there is no apparent reason why aircraft 
couldn’t be vectored initially and the sent to a waypoint further down stream once they had reached an environmentally 
friendly altitude.
If the community opted for even more dispersion, controllers could revert to an old technique called “fan headings.”  This is
where ATC, the airport and the community would determine a wedge of airspace within which departures could be turned.  
Then controllers would be free to assign headings randomly, within that wedge, as necessary to separate aircraft and 
provide the most efficient departure sequence possible.
If dispersion is the goal, this is a method that could easily be implemented.  (Personal Note: Old Dog controllers like me love 
fan headings!!!)



ZZOOO ONE SID
Issue:
The ZZOOO ONE departure as currently designed puts
departing aircraft too close to the Point Loma
peninsula and the southern end of coastal La Jolla,
subjecting residents to increased and at times
incessant noise from departing aircraft. Aircraft need
to be further offshore before beginning the turn south
to the ZZOOO waypoint. We recommend replacing the
JETTI waypoint with a waypoint along the same track
from the departure end of runway 27 that is 2 NM
further west, located at approximately 32.75360N -
117.25755W. See the graphical depiction of this change
below.

Slide provided by Quiet Skies La Jolla



ZZOOO TWO Options
• ZZOOO ONE SID – Detail
Initial review indicated that the projected track of the procedure, as designed, is virtually identical to the
suggested Revised ZZOOO SID recommendation provided in the Technical Remedies memo. (See previous slide)
The track shown close to shore is only a design feature, but not the actual track over the ground that aircraft
fly. The predicted ground tracks are shown colorized by type. (Next three slides)
When the FAA moved the ZZOOO waypoint back to the west from it’s original position proposed by the
Metroplex Team, it put ZZOOO in proximity to the old LOWMA waypoint (See next slide) which protected Point
Loma for years. The issue, pre metroplex, was “short cutting” to fixes downstream.
For the “short cutting” issue, I would recommend that we try to enter into a settlement agreement, similar to
the one we just negotiated in Laguna Beach, which requires controllers to leave aircraft on the route except for
safety and necessary sequencing and flow reasons.
We determined that moving the JETTI Waypoint 1-mile further from shore would reduce the noise impact to
the northern La Jolla shoreline without being overly burdensome on the ATC system. He believes that moving
JETTI 2-miles further out is unnecessary and would overly penalize ATC and aircraft operators. There does not
appear to be an operational reason why they couldn’t move JETTI 1-mile.
Track modeling shows minimal change to the offshore distance near the south end of Point Loma when JETTI is
moved 1-mile further out on the SID. However, we would like to get 30-days of recent track data to confirm
the tracks actually being flown conform to the model on the next slides.



Current ZZOOO TWO SID



Proposed modification moving 
JETTI 1-mile further from the 
shoreline.



Comparison of predicted ground tracks.

Note that both predicted
(modeled) tracks are actually
further offshore than the
previous LOWMA waypoint.

Comparison to live track data is 
needed to validate actual tracks 
being flown.



COMIX ONE STAR
Issue:
The RNAV-only COMIX ONE arrival is very similar to the existing non-RNAV BAYVU arrival in terms of ground track
with a key difference being that the COMIX arrival has an “at or above 8,000 feet” altitude restriction on its last
offshore waypoint (LNTRN). The BAYVU arrival has an “at or above 9,000 feet” restriction at its nearly identically-
located LCOVE waypoint. This has resulted in aircraft being lower and noisier over La Jolla. We recommend changing
the LANTRN waypoint’s altitude restriction to “at or above 9,000 feet”.



COMIX TWO STAR Options
• COMIX TWO STAR – Detail
COMIX TWO STAR – Our initial impression of why the altitude was lowered on the COMIX from 9000 to
8000 was to accommodate the RNP Approach to Rwy 27. This is TERPS criteria for descent gradient. To
get back to 9000, under the old criteria, the approach would have to be lengthened by approximately 1 ½
mile on the downwind. This would have resulted in “shifting noise” and would have required a study to
determine the best possible location for the track over the ground.

However, criteria is always changing and running the latest version of the reference software to evaluate
descent gradient, 9,000 feet at LNTRN works. The previous altitude restriction on the STAR is at the
COMIX Waypoint at or above 12,000 feet. Currently, aircraft have all altitudes between 12,000 feet down
to 8,000 feet in which to navigate along the STAR as published. There is no apparent reason why LNTRN
can’t be changed to 9,000 feet to better reflect the old BAYVU STAR profile over La Jolla. Also, according
to the criteria checks, there is no reason to redesign the RNP Approach.



New Criteria Checks Support 
Use of 9,000 feet at LNTRN.



Summary
ABCx2 analysis for the purposes of this report is predictive in nature. Recent track data has been requested
and will be added as a supplement to this report when it is made available. We anticipate that the actual track
data will show that the predicted tracks are accurate, so long as aircraft are allowed to continue on the filed
route without off-route vectors or “short cuts.” We also anticipate that the actual track data will show,
especially in the case of the ZZOOO SID, that aircraft are being “short cut” thus bypassing the ZZOOO Waypoint
and being allowed to overfly the Point Loma peninsula. This condition is not expected to change, either
positively or negatively, if the decision is ultimately made to move the JETTI waypoint further from the
shoreline.

There are numerous options to address the PADRZ (CWARD) SID as outlined in the report. There will need to
be much more in-depth analysis and public input to determine the best approach to addressing the
environmental issues associated with this SID. The use of the ELSO Rules will provide options not available at
the time of the Metroplex studies and implementation. ELSO could be used to move departure tracks closer
together, increase the number of departure tracks thereby increasing the opportunity for dispersion, or to
build a unique track over the least noise sensitive areas available and agreed upon by all stakeholders.

The COMIX STAR seems to be a victim of “Criteria Creep.” With the rapid and ever evolving changes to TERPS
Criteria, analysis can be done on a procedure one month, and it passes criteria checks, and the next month it
doesn’t. In the case of the COMIX STAR, it appears the reverse has happened. The criteria in place over the
past few years was more restrictive concerning descent gradient and STAR/Approach connections. However,
Criteria Checks accomplished for this report indicate that a 9,000 foot restriction at the LNTRN Waypoint is
perfectly acceptable. It is our opinion that this modification to the STAR would be deminimis to ATC.



Additional Information

• CWARD(RNAV) SID
• PADRZ (RNAV) SID
• ZZOOO (RNAV) SID
• COMIX (RNAV) STAR
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